When it comes to the subject of executive compensation, writers of academic
papers and mainstream articles tend to focus on how much C-level and other
senior executives at publicly traded companies make and whether those
compensation packages represent good value relative to shareholder returns.
While their stories and studies can make for interesting reads and cocktail party
fodder, writers tend to overlook an important reality. On the executive end,
navigating compensation is often like navigating a minefield. Executive
compensation is significantly more complex than pay structures for staffers
further down the corporate totem pole.
With those complexities come an array of potential pitfalls, many of which are
often overlooked and can be a drag on executives' time and resources when left
unattended. Fortunately, executive compensation mistakes are like many other
problems: there are credible solutions to fix these quagmires.
Let's examine some common executive-compensation blunders and how to
avoid and solve these issues.
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Having Too Much Wealth Tied to Your Employer

Many executives, particularly those at startups and public companies, receive some of their
compensation in the form of company equity. This is an avenue for fostering loyalty and
performance, and in the case of public companies, analysts and investors are often keen on
knowing high-level executives are levered to the company's performance via equity and stock
options.
However, it is possible to have too much of a good thing. Go back to the Enron and Worldcom
debacles earlier this century; many employees saw significant portions of their retirement
portfolios wiped out because they simply held too much of their employer's stock.
Look at the scenario of having too much of your wealth tied to your employer this way: 40% of
the Russell 3000 suffered declines of 70% or more and never recaptured previous highs,
according to J.P. Morgan.

A good rule of thumb is that when the percentage of your wealth tied to
your company is nearing 10%, that may be too high. Consider utilizing a sale
strategy to limit your exposure and be sure to understand how this may
impact any holding requirements by your employer.
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Not Sticking to Basic Investing Principles

Related to the previous point about tying too much wealth to your employer comes this next
warning.

Don’t become emotionally attached to shares of your employer's stock.

It’s common for employees to have an emotional tie to their employer, particularly those with a
long work history and this can bleed into perception of the employer stock. After all, you're
putting in “sweat equity,” and when part of your compensation is tied to share performance, you
want the stock to do well.
Understandable as that may be, it does not condone letting deep-rooted emotional attachment
cloud your judgment about being over-allocated to the employer's shares or when to sell some
or all of those shares.
Becoming emotionally attached to your employer’s stock isn’t inevitable. You can easily avoid it
by remembering basic portfolio diversification principles and having conversations with your
advisor about bolstering the diversity of your broader portfolio as you accumulate more shares in
your employer.
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Making a Cash Call When Being Charitable

No one should be criticized for being charitable. Let's be honest. If more folks were charitable,
the world would be a better place. But for high-level executives, there is a right and a wrong way
to approach charitable giving.
Many executives instinctively give cash donations to their charities of choice, but there is another
idea to consider: donating some highly appreciated company stock. Not only does this help you
reduce exposure to your employer's shares, as mentioned previously, but it also gives the charity
an asset with appreciation potential while giving you some tax perks.

If you donate the stock directly to a charity, there’s no capital gains tax to
pay. Plus, you are still eligible to deduct the full fair-market value of the asset
you donated from your income taxes, up to the overall amount allowed by
the IRS. And remember that your appreciated assets can also include assets
that are not publicly traded, like restricted stock or bitcoin. (Fidelity)
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Missing Opportunities In Your ESPP Plan

Employee stock purchase plans (ESPPs) are an often-overlooked part of broader executive
compensation benefits. Many companies offer these plans to employees, and one of the primary
benefits is that staffers of all stripes can acquire shares of the employer's stock at significant
discounts, many of up to 15% or more off the stock's market price. This can be a fantastic
opportunity but too many executives are missing the boat in these plans. Employees looking to
learn more about ESPPs should talk to their human resources teams and gather details about
their employer's plans before discussing with their financial advisor how the ESPP fits into their
broader financial plan.
ESPPs come in two forms: qualified and non-qualified. Non-qualified plans are not as restrictive
but lack some of the tax benefits of qualified ESPPs.

Qualified plans require the approval of shareholders before implementation
and all plan participants have equal rights in the plan. The offering period of
a qualified ESPP cannot be greater than three years and there are
restrictions on the maximum price discount allowable. Non-qualified plans
are not subject to as many restrictions as a qualified plan. However,
non-qualified plans do not have the tax advantages of after-tax deductions
like qualified plans. (Investopedia, 2019)

If your company has an ESPP, learn the features, discounts and stock sale restrictions. Discuss
these plans with your advisor and determine if this an opportunity for you to maximize for your
own benefit.
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Not Knowing When To Sell

Two of the most important decisions professional investors and traders make are when to buy
and sell a particular security. Executives acquire shares of their employer's stock in a variety of
ways, over various time periods, and at different price points. Unfortunately, most do not have
any plan or solution to manage these growing positions and varying tax implications over time.
Establishing a sell strategy is a prudent way to manage these risks to meet your own personal
needs.
A properly established selling plan can include several parts and lacking one can lead to some of
the problems already mentioned in this piece, including emotional attachment and
over-exposure to the employer's stock. Even which shares or types of stock compensation you
sell and which you retain can have varying impacts to taxes, portfolio risk, and long-term
performance. For example, executives who frequently buy ESPP shares over the course of their
employment may take advantage of plan discounts, but timing the sale of these shares will have
varying tax and risk implications, different than stock options or other employer share holdings.

You usually have to hold company stock for a set period of time, like six
months or a year, but you can arrange to sell every year — or even more
frequently — regardless of what the stock price is. And remember: Even if
the stock has barely moved since you bought it, you’ll still be making money
after buying it at a discount. (Barron’s, 2016)

Executives should talk with their companies' legal departments about any restrictions on selling
employer shares and their personal advisors about the tax implications pertaining to these sales.
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Failing to Harness Options Leverage

Employees stock option plans (ESOPs) are a common form of executive compensation, but
plenty of smart, highly educated executives are not experts in the mechanics of ESOPs. Put
simply, ESOPs are derivatives and highly leveraged derivatives at that.
Employee stock options (non-qualified stock options and incentive stock options) represent a
contract to purchase shares at a specific price during a specific window of time. They only have
value when the open market price exceeds that purchase price. Due to this fact, the value of the
stock option will move more violently than the underlying stock price. As an example of this
volatility, if the current stock price is $10 and the option purchase price is $9, a 10% move in the
stock price would change the option value by 100%.

Executives should take some time to evaluate how movements in their
company's shares impact different components of their compensation and
their wealth and integrate this knowledge into their sale planning.
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Not Being Aware Of Deferred
Compensation Plan Risks

Deferred compensation plans are frequently used for highly paid executives and are used to
shelter some income from taxes. One of the biggest advantages of deferred compensation plans
is that there are no limits on the income that can be deferred. The plans are sponsored by the
employer and contributions can be made by either the participants or the employer on behalf of
the executive.

While all of that sounds good, there are some important risks associated
with deferred compensation plans. For example, if the company goes
bankrupt, deferred compensation plan participants are shuffled to the end
of the creditor line.

Executives considering this form of compensation should understand the risks, address these risks
with their personal attorney and advisors, and not defer more than they are willing to risk in the
event of a default.
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Missing Out On Smart Tax Strategies

The 83(b) election is a section of the Internal Revenue Code and that alone
may be enough to turn off many busy executives. But keep reading because
knowing how the 83(b) election works is vital, particularly for executives
receiving restricted stock awards (RSAs) as part of their compensation.

Typically, recipients of restricted stock awards are not taxed at the time of the grant, but rather
taxed as regular income on the full value at time of vesting which is typically years down the
road. If the recipient is confident those shares will appreciate in value prior to vesting, an 83(b)
election would allow the recipient to pay regular income taxes at the time of grant, no taxes at
the time of vesting and then long-term capital gains when the shares are sold. For companies
with fast-growing stock prices, this could present substantial tax savings to the recipient.
Of course, there is no free lunch. If the shares don’t appreciate in value, the recipient would have
been better off to not have made this election and instead paid the taxes upon vesting but the
government does not allow tax payers to correct this error. This issue and others illustrate the
importance of evaluating this strategy within your holistic wealth management plan.
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Failing to Understand Insider
Trading Rules Without 10b5-1 Plans

Here we go again. More numbers, letters, and legal speak to get acquainted with, but in the case
of Rule 10b5-1 plans, executives should take time to get to know this rule's workings to avoid
headaches down the road.
Insiders and restricted individuals are legally restricted to when they can and cannot trade in
employer stock as a way to ensure they are not acting on inside information. These restrictions
can be inconvenient and potentially lead to legal problems. Without a 10b5-1 plan you remain
locked into these trading restrictions from your employer.
When properly prepared and written, Rule 10b5-1 plans allow executives to reduce exposure to
the employer's stock outside of traditional trading windows without legal repercussions. While
these plans usually focus on selling shares, they can be prepared for executives looking to buy as
well.

Establishing a plan eliminates the need to evaluate the materiality of any
nonpublic information that insiders may possess at each instance a
transaction is contemplated; rather, the materiality determination only
needs to be made at the time of plan enactment. But it is important to note
that the time of entering into the plan is not the only relevant moment as
subsequent actions can impact the strength of the affirmative defense, as
discussed later in this article. In addition to benefitting directly when
companies are the plan participants, companies can also benefit from
having their insiders adopt their own plans. (Harvard Law, 2016)
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Not Getting Legal Approval To Trade

This is one of the easiest executive compensation pitfalls to avoid. As noted
several times throughout this piece, many public companies have trading
windows in which executives can sell shares of the company's stock.

Additionally, many companies also make clear to C-level executives, if not the entire staff, what
the regulations and rules are pertaining to employees transacting in the company's stock. The
scope of what is considered insider trading is expansive and by its own acknowledgment, the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has previously brought insider trading cases against
company directors, executives, and lower level employees.
Punishment from running afoul of insider trading laws can range from fines to reputation
damage or worse, job loss.
Again, these scenarios are easy to avoid. Executives (or family members) with a burning desire to
sell some of the employer's shares should first consult with the company's legal department. If
the company's trading window is closed, talk with the legal team about options for preparing the
aforementioned Rule 10b5-1 plan.
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Be In The Know
Don’t waste the opportunity to get the most out of your compensation
package. Power your wealth, life, and tomorrow by seeking out an advisor
that is an expert in these strategies. Contact us and experience what a true
Executive Wealth Architect can do for your financial life.

Architects of Executive Wealth
15 Ensign Drive
Avon, CT 06001
Phone: (860) 264-1111
info@spurstone.com
Spurstone.com

Spurstone Advisory Services, LLC, d/b/a Spurstone, is a registered investment adviser. Information presented is for educational purposes only
and does not intend to make an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of any specific securities, investments, or investment strategies.
Investments involve risk and, unless otherwise stated, are not guaranteed. Be sure to first consult with a qualified financial adviser and/or tax
professional before implementing any strategy discussed herein. Past performance is not indicative of future performance.
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